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If WE fail our youth, our youth will fail US. If our youth 

fail US…WE fail as a community…if WE fail as a 

community…WE will fail as a nation.  
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Timeline of a Community in Crisis  

March 16, 2015 – Alejandro Diaz Alvarez, age 39, Killed   

May 16, 2015 – Modesto Melendez Dominguez, age 25, Killed  

July 28, 2015 – Oscar Daniel Joaquin, age 17, Killed   

August 7, 2015 – Juan Francisco Valez-Cortez, age 39, Killed  

September 11, 2015 – Robert Luna, age 17, Killed   

September 17, 2015: A Call to Action: Pete Flores, Michael Fuentes plus 7 others.    

October 8, 2016: Formation of One Community Action Coalition. Concepts for the work of the Coalition.  

October 30, 2015 – Abraham Rojas-Najera, age 17 Killed   

November 13, 2015 - First ‘open’ One Community Action Coalition Meeting. Introduction to Focus of our work 

and cultural competence lens, 3-level approach of Prevention, Intervention, and Suppression; POR VIDA 

Concept, ‘Roses in Concrete’ Video by Dr. Jeff Andrade.  

November 20, 2015 – Ulises Garcia-Mendez, age 17, Killed  

December 4, 2015 – Brayan Arturo Mejia-Molina, age 18, Killed  

December 17, 2015 - One Community Action Coalition December Meeting – guest speaker Dr. Jill Sharkey – 

presentation on her study of the Los Prietos Boys Camp Juveniles; first breakout groups.  

December 26, 2015 – Ramiro Ceja Gonzalez, age 42, Killed  

December 26, 2015 – Manual Manzano-Mata, age 26, Killed  

January 12, 2016 – Javier Murillo-Sanchez, age 23, Killed  

January 12, 2016 – Aaron Sanchez Hernandez, age 23, Killed  

January 25, 2016 – Marcos Ramos, age 15, Killed  

January 25, 2016 – Agustin Jaime Montano-Barajas, age 29, Killed  

January 25, 2016 – Alexis Morales, age 25, Killed  

January 28, 2016 - One Community Action Coalition January Meeting – guest speaker Mr. Richard Ramos, 

‘Parents on a Mission’, Operation Ceasefire Video, Action Planning Share-out.  

February 18, 2016 - One Community Action Coalition February Meeting at Grace Baptist Church. Breakout 

sessions according to components.  

March 23, 2016 - One Community Action Coalition March Meeting at Foursquare Church. Community Building, 

Los Compadres and agencies presentation; SMBD education presentation.  

April 27, 2016 - One Community Action Coalition April Meeting at Minami Center. Healing Ceremony and One 

Community Action Coalition Video presentation, Community Building, Education, and Resources focus areas, 

Soccer Community.  

April 30, 2016 – One Community Action Coalition presents at Just Communities Talking in Class Kick-off.  

May 9-10, 2016 – One Community Action Coalition team attends L.A. Gang Conference with South County Task 

Force on Youth Safety.  

May 23, 2016 – Jerry Tello “Cultura Cura” presentation at SMJUHSD Office. Attended by approximately 80 

stakeholders.   

June 15, 2016 – Supervisor Steve Lavagnino proposes to Santa Barbara County Supervisors to allocate funds 

towards the community of Santa Maria in the amount of $75,000. Pete Flores skypes in to Santa Barbara 

County Supervisor meeting.  

Note:  This list does not include all murders, deaths, or other serious injuries due to violence.   
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Mission  

The fundamental mission of our coalition is literally to recognize that we, as a community, stand “Por Vida 

- For Life.” The future and vibrancy of our community depends on our commitment to our youth and to 

each other. This term has a dual meaning for us as a coalition and a community and truly represents a 

singular focus: “Hope – Esperanza.”  

POR VIDA   

This is more than a saying it is a way of life. It is an acronym that describes the essence of our mission.  

Positive: We will focus on our individual and community assets not our deficits; our strengths not our 

weaknesses.  

Outreach: Willing as a community to interact, establish trust, and build relationships with parents and 

children from Westgate to Newlove to Evans Park, and throughout the entire community.  

Redirection: Changing our course as individuals, institutions, and as a community at-large; redirecting our 

youth away from the barriers to the school to college and career pipeline.   

Violence: Interrupt and stop the violence and everything that contributes to it: abuse, neglect, rejection, 

abandonment, shame/guilt of the past – ultimately, to Break the Cycle.  

Interdiction/Intervention: bring peace/safety, and unity to our community; disrupt and work on the 

underlying individual and community problems.  

Drugs: address drugs as a societal problem that breaks down the family and community. Recognizing this 

problem crosses, ethnic, socio-economic, and status boundaries.  

Alcohol: address the impact that alcohol has on all families and culture found within our community.   

Vision  

This saying or call to action adopted by our coalition is very intentional. Prompted by a rise in Community 

violence, we believe that to solve this COMMUNITY problem, we must begin with recognizing and 

respecting our diversity. Our coalition has come to accept and are willing to confront the significant 

challenges that are presented by the intersection of cultures found within our American society, and 

closer to home, our COMMUNITY.  

Background  

After our community experienced an increase in the deaths of many of our youth due to what stemmed 

primarily from gang violence, Mr. Pete Flores, Director of Student Services of Santa Maria Joint Union High 

School District reached out to Mr. Michael Fuentes, Santa Maria Valley Youth and Family Counselor and 

Program Manager to ask for his help in drawing together members of the community to have dialogue 

about what they felt was the cause for the increase in violence. The goal was to address the ongoing gang 

violence that included teens and young adults and to look for possible solutions.   

The meeting consisted of approximately nine community members from Santa Maria and Guadalupe, 

male and female, who through personal experience understood the culture of our community and culture 

of the local gangs, and more specifically, knew firsthand why our local youth chose to became involved or 
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affiliated with the gang culture and/or lifestyle. We sought to bring together individuals who genuinely 

wanted to make a difference and help our youth while accepting the reality of what they and their families 

were experiencing as part of our community. Their input would be invaluable for setting our foundation.  

From the beginning: A Culturally Competent Approach  

We made it very clear from the beginning that our work would not be one of the “usual approach” or 

more specifically, one of a Gang Task Force approach. We felt that by attaching the term “gang” it would 

not only limit the scope of a very complex issue, but cause denial, stereotypes, and most importantly, 

would not be fully representative of a variety of other causes that would need to be addressed. Gangs 

and gang affiliation tend to be the end result of other problems. Though, to be clear, we acknowledged 

and recognized that gangs get all the attention because of the grave consequences associated with 

belonging to one.   

Our intention from the onset was to take a holistic approach to addressing the needs of our youth, their 

families and our community who were falling victim to senseless violence. This meant we had a moral 

obligation and responsibility to acknowledge that societal and institutional barriers exist that also 

contribute and perpetuate this problem. Our goal was to not rush to judgment or look to lay blame and/or 

fault, but to deeply analyze all internal and external contributing factors.   

Only through this critical assessment and analysis could we better understand how to better assist our 

youth in eliminating their need to engage in any unhealthy behavior that could lead to wanting to join a 

gang or participate in other harmful activity. Additionally, we felt it was equally important to look into at 

what was causing families to not reach out for help, refuse help, or feel helpless.   

The Right ‘Lens’ to Focus  

The lens of cultural proficiency allows us to be aware of our blind spots, intentional or unintentional, that 

may involve explicit or implicit biases, prejudice, stereotyping and any other barriers that impede building 

positive relationships, decision-making, and problem-solving. It is an inside-out approach that is about 

being aware of how we as individuals, institutions, and organizations work with others different than us; 

and it is about being aware of how we respond to those different from us; it is about both visible and not 

so visible differences.   

This concept is not new to Santa Maria. Since 1998, the community has invested years in culturally 

competent and responsive programs through the Los Compadres Network at Community Action 

Commission of Santa Barbara County. The Community Action Commission is so committed to this program 

as a way to reach youth that they write it into grants with the Santa Barbara County Probation and in the 

case of the City of Santa Barbara, through a California Gang Resistance and Intervention Program funding 

(Cal-GRIP) grant.  

A Community Problem  

At our early meetings, our reality was that there was an increase in youth and young adult gang violence, 

which required action on the part of the entire community. We recognized from the onset that no single 

agency or institution would be responsible for our success and that it would take a collective, community 

effort. The situation our city faced was a complex societal problem that would require all members of our 

community to form a coalition to prevent our youth and young adults and families from falling prey to 
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family dysfunction, alcohol, drugs, gangs, truancy, human trafficking, and all other forms of abuse and 

violence.  

It was critical and important that the Coalition include:  Mayor Alice Patino who has attended and 

presented at all the community meetings, Chief of Police Martin or Sergeant Russ Mengel and other Santa 

Maria Police Department representatives have also attended, presented, or were present at all the 

community meetings, City Manager Mr. Rick Haydon, Recreation and Park representatives Ms. Teresa 

Rayburn and Mr. John Davie, and other city government personnel, councilmembers, parents, students, 

community members, school districts, non-profit agencies, community organizations, counseling services, 

law enforcement, probation, juvenile justice organizations, business owners, faith-based organizations, 

and youth groups.   

Additionally, it was equally important and meant a lot to the Coalition to have the support of and/or to 

have had in attendance at our meetings: North County Supervisor Mr. Steve Lavagnino, SMJUHSD 

Superintendent Mark Richardson, Chief Probation Officer Guadalupe Rabago, Deputy Probation Officer 

Mr. Steve DeLira, Mr. Saul Serrano of the South County Task Force on Youth Safety, and so many others 

associated with the Juvenile Justice System.  

A list of participants and agencies can be found in the early One Community Action Coalition power points. 

Some individuals may not be found on this list as they may have communicated directly with leaders of 

the One Community Action Coalition and were added to a collective email address list.   

Importance of Education  

It was made clear from the onset that what was happening in the community was not going to be solved 

only within the school community. However, the impact and importance of education was clear to 

members of the coalition from the onset. The educational impact and importance of school were not to 

be under-estimated.   

At the first One Community Action Coalition meeting, those present were shown a video of Dr. Jeff 

Duncan-Andrade, titled Growing Roses in Concrete. In this video, Dr. Duncan-Andrade describes how 

despite being located in a community east of Oakland where there is a high murder rate, his program is 

able to not only give his students hope, but find success. In summary, in this video, he explains how his 

program incorporates a “System of sustainability using school as a center of a healthy community.”   

Data Supported our Approach  

From the very first Coalition meetings we made it clear that our approach and lens were supported by 

data, to include but not limited to, the following:  

• Santa Barbara County R.E.D.-T.A.P. (Racial and Ethnic Disparities Technical Assistance Project) Committee  

• Juvenile Justice Coordinating Council (JJCC)  

• UCSB Racial and Ethnic Disparities in the Schools report (Dr. Jill Sharkey)  

A Study on Youth Gang Involvement  

Dr. Jill Sharkey, faculty member in the Department of Counseling, Clinical, and School Psychology at UCSB, 

presented her Los Prietos Boys Camp Survey of 58 juvenile boys who were placed in this camp to a 
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coalition group of about 85 participants. This study subtitled “As a Community, what can we do to help a 

youngster get out of a gang?” was a qualitative analysis of youth perspectives in answer to this question.   

Dr. Sharkey’s study focused on the following seven themes: Overall youth recommendations, family 

recommendations, community recommendations, school recommendations, law enforcement 

recommendations, gang interventions, and green-light recommendations. The importance of this study 

was that it provided our coalition with a scientific study comprised of youth from Santa Barbara County.   

The feedback from this study spoke directly to our own community and served as an important start point 

for identifying possible solutions and meaningful approaches. The coalition chose to start the focus of our 

work with this study as a means of gaining valuable insight as to the impact the community stakeholders 

can have on present youth that may be involved in a gang. Additionally, the coalition viewed the 

presentation and study as an independent resource that served to validate many of the assumptions of 

the initial coalition members.  

A Three-Level Approach  

The coalition, drawing from prior work and guidance from the Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency 

Prevention (OJJDP) adopted a three-level approach for finding solutions consisting of Prevention, 

Intervention, and Suppression.   

Prevention. We looked at not only viable and effective prevention programs but also had to conduct an 

internal assessment of how our institutions and agencies needed to avoid perpetuating the problem. 

Specifically: (a) educate and inform the educators; (b) inform the families and community; (c) educate and 

assist our youth at the earliest signs of at risk behavior.  

Intervention. Our interventions need to find alternatives to the juvenile justice system and/or look at 

removing barriers to the school to college and career pipeline (previously referred to as the school to 

prison pipeline).  Other specifics: (a) Restorative Practices; (b) a POR VIDA Panel; (c) school counselors, 

crisis intervention specialists; (d) agency collaboration and cultural responsiveness to the community it 

serves; (e) faith-based and spiritual program integration; (f) culturally, economically, and age appropriate 

youth programs.  

Suppression. Our immediate priority was a crisis response to address the safety of our community. Other 

specifics: (a) Heightened consequences; (b) identifying the most dangerous and influential gang members 

and removing them from the community; (c) case-by-case evaluation of youth gang members for return 

and reintegration into the community.  

At each level, it was important that those involved, check their “blind spots” so that we would not 

contribute to perpetuating the problem or miss an appropriate solution or means of minimizing negative 

impacts.  These three steps are not linear, but need to be operating on all three-levels simultaneously.  

A Larger Venue  

After meeting at the District Office for the initial meetings, due to the increased amount of participants, 

as well as requests from the community to conduct the meetings in the evening, we decided to take our 

meetings into the community and after hours, in the hope of accommodating the growing number of 

attendees and making it more convenient for members of the community to participate. The initial 

meeting was held at Grace Baptist Church where breakout sessions were conducted and its findings 

shared out during a debrief. The results of these breakouts are provided as an attachment to this report.    
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Evolution of the Coalition’s Focus  

On March 23, 2016, our coalition met at the Foursquare Church where the primary agenda discussion and 

presentations revolved around community building, education, and resources. During this meeting, some 

very key information was shared that helped to evolve and sharpen the coalition’s focus. The evening 

began with SMPD Chief of Police Martin revealing that a major law enforcement operation called 

Operation Matador had resulted in the arrest of over 15 people associated with the El Salvador MS-13 

gang. Chief Martin was followed by Mayor Alice Patino who gave her Mayor’s input.  

As a leader of the One Community Action Coalition and facilitator of the meeting, I was pleased to hear 

that law enforcement was making progress in their suppression efforts towards making our community 

safe. However, I also reminded those in attendance that despite these arrests, that our work as a Coalition 

was far from finished. From the onset the Coalition had made it clear that our focus was not solely about 

the gangs or numbers of deaths associated with gang violence.    

Councilwoman Terri Zuniga reiterated this perspective and stated that what would be critical to moving 

forward was that we embark on community building as a means of solidifying our community for future 

challenges. This was followed by a presentation by Jose Mejia on the Los Compadres program, and an 

agency presentation by Michael Fuentes and Santa Maria Youth and Family staff. There was also an 

education presentation by Mr. Mark Mueller of the Santa Maria Bonita School District on prevention and 

intervention programs that already exist or were being considered for implementation.   

As a result of these presentations, the coalition’s focus was further sharpened to continue the work in 

three domains, or areas of focus: (1) Community Building; (2) Education, and (3) Resources/Agencies. The 

presentations given at this meeting can be found as attachments to this action plan.    

Three Areas of Focus  

On April 27, 2016, our coalition conducted a coalition meeting at the Minami Center that was attended 

by roughly 200-300 community members, including city government, law enforcement, probation, 

education, and agency representatives. Media was also present at this meeting.  This meeting included a 

moving and powerful healing ceremony for the families who have lost family members to the recent 

violence. This ceremony included a video that involved families placing a lit candle at an alter in memory 

of the victims. The video also introduced the background for organizing the One Community Action 

Coalition.   

Another key concept that was brought up at this meeting was that the violence our community was 

experiencing went far beyond gang violence. Mr. Edwin Weaver of Fighting Back Santa Maria Valley 

introduced the perspective and impact of community violence.    

This meeting presented the coalition’s three main areas of focus to the community: (1) Community 

Building; (2) Education; and (3) Resources. Presentation of each focus areas also gave recommendations 

for implementation to help address the community violence.  Key points and recommendations for each 

focus area can be found in the One Community Action Coalition Agenda for April 27, 2016 provided as an 

attachment.    
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Los Angeles Gang Violence Prevention & Intervention Conference  

Based on the recommendation of the Coordinator, South Coast Task Force on Youth Safety, three One  

Community Action Coalition members attended the Los Angeles Gang Conference held on May 9-10, 

2016. The theme was “Confronting Criminalization of Youth: Creating Solutions for a Better Future.” Key 

takeaways from the conference:  

• Focus was on systems that continue to overshadow, disempower, and criminalize young people, as 

well as shed light on an epidemic of over-policing and forced confrontation; and challenge systems that 

rush to judge, composing culturally discouraging and inaccurate narratives that reinforce negative 

stereotypes and concealed agendas.   

• Collaborated with the team from the South Coast Task Force on Youth Safety.  

• Met with cities, organizations, and experts that have implemented effective strategies, inclusive of 

comprehensive and community approaches (education, mentoring, conflict resolution training and safety, 

and engagement of youth and their families).  

• Met with and were invited to join the California Cities Violence Prevention Network (CCVPN).  

Key high points of this conference was that it was attended by the Mayor of Los Angeles and key law 

enforcement, education, and juvenile justice officials who spoke to the importance of city government’s 

commitment to community building, youth employment, and pulling agencies together to work 

collaboratively. Finally, there was a focus on the importance of the paradigm shift towards culturally 

responsive prevention and intervention programs, restorative practices and approaches, and the impact 

of healing and trauma.    

A Culturally Responsive Approach to Building Community  

As part of the Racial and Ethnic Disparities presentation sponsored by Santa Barbara County Probation 

and the Burns Institute, an introduction to Los Compadres Network’s Mr. Jerry Tello’s work of Cultura 

Cura (Culture Cures) philosophy was presented at the Santa Maria Joint Union High School District Office 

on May 23, 2016. Mr. Jerry Tello has worked with cities like Salinas, California, to help build community 

aimed at reducing community violence. A report titled “Building the We: Healing-Informed Governing for 

Racial Equity in Salinas” outlines many important key points that resonate with the challenges found in 

our community and city. (The Jerry Tello Los Compadres Network programs and the “Building the We” 

report are provided as attachments).   

Moving Forward   

As a coalition, we feel strongly that the work the One Community Action Coalition has begun, needs to be 

formalized and politically supported to move towards implementing a unified, community approach 

towards reducing the community violence that plagues our city. This is why we are submitting this report 

and its ambitious recommendations, to include asking the Mayor and City Council to form a community 

action partnership to aggressively address community violence which continues to threaten the safety, 

well-being, and climate of Santa Maria.   

The One Community Action Coalition recommends the city initiate a Community Action Partnership  

(CAP) or other strategic partnership, which is a collaborative between the One Community Action  

Coalition, City of Santa Maria, and County of Santa Barbara to look at ways to prevent violence in Santa  
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Maria. This partnership strives to build collaboration among all the stakeholders, reflect the voice of the 

community, with the aim to include representatives from all sectors of the community within its 

membership.   

The structure of CAP could be comprised of a policy team, a technical team, and a community feedback 

component (One Community Action Coalition). The policy team would oversee the overall mission and 

direction of CAP. The technical team would oversee the implementation of the policies and strategies of 

CAP. The Coalition serves to help build community, provide feedback, receive and exchange important 

culturally responsive information, contributes to meaningful problem-solving ideas and solutions. This 

approach will help create a system of long-term sustainability.   

The Community Action Partnership would look to represent Santa Maria and look to join the California 

Cities Violence Prevention Network (CCVPN) for further guidance. This network is state and nationally 

recognized and has pioneered the development of citywide action plans in 13 cities blending prevention, 

intervention, enforcement and re-entry.   

In 2010, then US Attorney General Eric Holder, launched the National Forum on Youth Violence Prevention 

modeling it on the CCVPN. The forum now operates in 15 major cities across the nation and includes the 

California cities of: San Jose, Salinas, Santa Rosa, Stockton, Long Beach, and Sacramento.    

Another example of a comprehensive, collaborative approach to community-wide violence is the Salinas 

Comprehensive Strategy for Community-wide Violence Reduction 2013-2018. This plan is provided as an 

attachment.  

Need for a Leadership Position   

As a reminder, the One Community Action Coalition began as a grass roots effort to address the 

community concerns relative to the increase in violence during the 2015-16 calendar years, though 

murders and other incidents of violence have been part of our community concern for many years prior 

to this recent spike.   

This proactive effort has been primarily led by a volunteer effort of community leaders who have taken it 

upon themselves to plan, organize, and coordinate, both community, steering committee, and planning 

meetings, gather information and data, coordinate public affairs, schedule and meet with city government 

and civic community leaders, seek to establish community relationships, gather stakeholder information, 

invite professional organizations and input, as well as be the foundation for non-profit and city 

justification for grant funding for job and employment, agency, and parenting support/training. As such, 

it is highly recommended that an investment be made toward funding a leadership position to keep this 

very important work moving forward.   

Create a One Community Action Director Position. An integral part of the Community Action  

Partnership, will be to create an executive leadership position for the Community Action Partnership.  

This position will report directly to the North County Supervisor and will work collaboratively with the City 

of Santa Maria. This position will be responsible for leading and coordinating the work of the CAP, to 

include but is not limited to, conducting a needs assessment, identifying gaps in services, providing 

cultural proficiency training to agencies and city representatives that are part of the CAP, and for 

overseeing the successful implementation of the POR VIDA program.   
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The POR VIDA program would build upon the prevention and intervention work of the coalition. This 

program would look to improve and solidify collaboration among agencies providing community and 

family services, help fill gaps in services by bridging appropriate intervention and prevention programs 

between the schools, city, and other non-profit organizations, as well as, advocate for families and youth 

in immediate need or crisis. More specific information on the POR VIDA program and panel are provided 

in the resources section of this report.  

Three examples of violence prevention manager, outreach, and coordinator positions are submitted: (1) 

Violence Prevention Program Manager from Santa Rosa, CA (Recommended); (2) Outreach Supervisor 

from Stockton, CA; and (3) the Coordinator, South Coast Task Force on Youth Safety.   

Additional Considerations  

The effort in South County also began as a result of an increase in youth homicides and violence in the 

South Coast. As a result of this increase, cities convened community and stakeholder meetings for over a 

year. From this feedback and input it was determined that there was a need for closer coordination and 

for someone to pay close attention to the issue on an ongoing basis.   

Then as the South County began its work, a Grand Jury Report was produced which legitimized the work 

that had already begun. The work in South County which began as a result of gang issues, has now evolved 

to the wider vision or scope of youth safety.   

It is important to note that similarly, the grassroots movement that began in North County now known as 

the One Community Action Coalition is attempting to move forward with creating a position without the 

support of a Grand Jury Report. This difference is important to consider when analyzing what is driving 

the effort in North County to find viable solutions, in political, financial, socio-economic, societal, and 

overall community support.   

When you consider the magnitude of the problems between what occurred in South County and the 

violence experienced in the North County, with no Grand Jury Report supporting the efforts of the One 

Community Action Coalition in Santa Maria, it is truly a tale of two cities.  To say that disparities and 

inequities exist in finding a solution to a distinctly larger community problem would not be an 

overstatement.  It is one that begs the question and for our leaders to reflect – why does such a disparity 

in action in addressing a much larger problem exist?   

The sentiment of many in the One Community Action Coalition is that a principal reason has to do with 

differences between our civic, law enforcement, educational leaders, resources, and affluent community 

members and the segment of the community most affected by the recent violence – the larger Spanish-

speaking and bilingual, impoverished, and low socio-economic Latino population.  These differences can 

cause a disconnect due to social and class perspectives on what the actual problem is, the scope of the 

problem, why it is occurring, and how to solve it. Community and parent feedback can be found in the 

January 28, 2016, One Community Action Coalition power point and as a separate attachment titled Notes 

from Community Meeting February 11, 2016 at GI Forum.   

We will continue to strongly encourage the efforts of the coalition to bring to light the many contributing 

factors such as societal, community, and institutional barriers and cultural differences among the 

community itself even though sadly many decision-makers continue to simply view this as a gang issue 

that can be resolved by focusing on suppression as the city’s primary means of resolution.  
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This also includes the perspective that the violence is just a parenting issue or deficit due to other 

circumstances associated with poverty that contribute to juvenile delinquency that result in gang-type 

behavior. This perspective tends to limit options for finding viable and long-term, sustainable options and 

solutions.   In taking this view, it does not lend itself to also looking at ways of helping under-served youth 

that may come from good families but cannot connect with or get the help they need.  

This view also has a tendency to discredit any productive work that agencies and schools already provide. 

Work that is relative to prevention, support, and/or interventions as a means of helping youth and families 

steer clear of situations that could prove harmful not only to them, but to others in the community. As 

has been proven by the most recent increase in violence, this default thinking or position does absolutely 

nothing to help keep our youth and their families, or our community at large, feeling safe.  

As a reminder, from the onset the coalition has stated that our community violence issues go beyond 

gangs and the deaths associated with gangs. Instead it takes into account the entirety of the community 

violence experienced and messages received via personal experience, media, and other forms of 

communication. When one puts into context the impact of violence in its entirety, it is not difficult to 

understand how the situation in Santa Maria can be viewed as a larger community violence problem.   

Sadly, our community has had to face and absorb not only our ongoing issues of local gang violence, but 

now has grown to include the impact of the presence of a nationally recognized gang, called MS-13. This 

along with having to deal with other high profile cases like the missing teen resulting in teen suicide, an 

infant homicide by a teen mother, numerous aggravated assaults and other violent crimes, increases in 

human trafficking, all contribute negatively to the overall climate of our community.  All of which, also 

speaks to the need to address the trauma and the long-term impact this rise in community violence has 

had on the citizens of Santa Maria, especially the youth and families, directly and indirectly affected.  A 

summary report is included as an attachment to this report.  

Final Thoughts  

In summary, as a community, we need to acknowledge that the challenges we face are serious and rise to 

a level that requires a serious commitment to act on behalf of all citizens of Santa Maria.     

Failure to acknowledge or minimize the deep impact of the increase in violence in our community, runs 

the danger of accepting it as normal or having it become status quo. This would further divide us as a 

community leaving us vulnerable to future challenges. Additionally, failure to recognize the healing that 

needs to be addressed, will only serve to continue to contribute to the associated trauma and its long 

term, negative effects on the spirit of our community.   

Failure to take appropriate action demonstrated by not committing to continuing the ongoing work of the 

One Community Action Coalition through creation of a leadership position and a formalized steering 

committee, could be perceived as a dereliction of civic duty. Should this occur and violence continue, it 

could be viewed as a violation of the public’s trust resulting in a loss of confidence.   

Please know that our motivation and intention for submitting this report was to encapsulate the work of 

the coalition and submit an accurate accounting of the work and input of so many good people from 

within and outside of our community. We also hope that it will serve as a matter of record and a 

foundation for continuing the work of the coalition.   
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We respectfully submit this report to our leaders and decision-makers, members of the coalition, and the 

greater Santa Maria community. All recommendations and input is based on direct feedback received 

from members of our community, discussions with and presentations from recognized experts, as well as 

draws from many documented reports, articles, studies, and references. Anything less would have been 

an unfair representation of our community’s concerns, expectations, and rights as citizens to live in a safe, 

healthy, and close knit community.   

Let’s not allow any more precious time to go by without taking courageous action…the time to act is now.  

On Behalf of the One Community Action Coalition,  

  

Pete Flores III  
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Focus Area: Community-Building  

Community Building is a cornerstone and critical foundation for our coalition. This foundation is very 

important for the purpose of encouraging collaboration, building relationships, inviting and encouraging 

civic participation, as well as, addressing issues of diversity, which include cultural differences, language 

and socio-economic barriers.   

Los Compadres Network – La Cultura Cura.  Other communities with demographics like ours that have 

experienced similar community violence issues, have sought out culturally competent and responsive 

programs such as the Los Compadres Network and more specifically, the work of Mr. Jerry Tello, as a 

means of community building.  

Recently, Mr. Jerry Tello introduced this perspective when he met with approximately 75 community 

members and presented his “Cultura Cura” or “Culture Cures” presentation at the Santa Maria Joint Union 

High School District Office which was sponsored by the Santa Barbara County Probation  

Department as part of their Racial and Ethnic Disparity work with the Burns Institute. The training in  

Santa Maria had the largest attendance of the three trainings done in Santa Barbara, Lompoc, and Santa 

Maria. The “Cultura Cura” concept and perspectives presented by Mr. Tello were appropriate, timely, and 

well received by those in attendance.   

The One Community Action Coalition highly recommends that any action plan moving forward include the 

programs offered by the Los Compadres Network in collaboration with Mr. Jerry Tello. The programs 

offered can cover and address issues ranging from an institutional-level (city government and police 

department) all the way through the agency, school, parent and youth levels.   

Each of the programs can be interconnected not only to address the community violence issues but also 

incorporates the importance of healing as a component for moving forward. From a cultural and 

community perspective, we understand the devastating effects associated with violence, both directly 

and indirectly, and how not addressing the impact can manifest itself in other destructive behaviors. This 

is why the healing component is important and the programs offered can benefit our community.  

Law Enforcement Community Outreach. We highly encourage that law enforcement continue in its 

mission of outreach to the community as a means of improving community relations.  This approach helps 

to build and solidify trust and confidence between law enforcement and the community it serves. School 

Resource Officer and Community Outreach officers who are culturally competent and know how to 

communicate with all aspects of our community, especially in those most depressed areas or our most 

under-served youth and families, can have a tremendous, positive impact on the climate of the 

community.    

Police Athletic Leagues or other community events that allow for the interaction of law enforcement with 

the community it is there to serve and protect, can help to dispel negative perceptions and biases resulting 

in better cooperation and communication. This creates an inviting and safe community atmosphere that 

encourages a respect for authority based on empathy and mutual respect.    
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Build a Soccer Complex. As a means of improving the capacity for soccer which is an increasingly popular 

and wholesome youth sports activity/program that would meet the needs of the community. The need 

for additional soccer fields has been expressed for many years. We highly encourage and support that the 

city fund and build a soccer complex.    

More than just another project, this would help to galvanize our community on a common goal that could 

benefit our entire community by transcending socio-economic and cultural barriers, helping to build 

relationships, and demonstrate a long-term commitment to the community. This complex could help 

expand existing soccer programs which are already in high demand due to increasing youth participation.    

An additional and very important benefit to building a soccer complex is that it would also provide a 

positive and economic windfall for the community. It is well known that communities which sponsor large 

soccer tournaments can generate positive income and positive public relations for their cities by inviting 

teams from throughout the state to visit our city resulting in increased business for hotels, restaurants, 

and retailers from out of town visitors.   

Presently there are 5-6 One Community Action Coalition members that are interested in leading this 

effort. The effort would be initiated with a campaign to circulate a petition to the greater community to 

draw support for acquiring land for the purpose of building a 16 field soccer complex. Mr. Posada indicated 

that he would support a petition for this endeavor.  

On Friday, June 17, 2016, representatives of the One Community Action coalition met with Mr. Alex 

Posada, Director of Recreation and Parks for the city of Santa Maria. At this meeting, Mr. Posada informed 

us that a plan had been previously initiated to look into the potential use of approximately 36 acres of 

land to the east of highway 101 that at one time served as a landfill. This plan failed to move forward due 

to an environmental impact study that revealed that due to the ground below the land’s top soil, it would 

be susceptible to erosion which would then make it unstable to sustain the growth of grass and trees.    

During this meeting, Mr. Posada was asked if the city could look into the possibility of a cost estimate for 

building turf fields on the landfill that had been previously identified. He stated he would inquire into 

obtaining a cost estimate.    

Cultural Center (s). An idea has been brought up among coalition members to look into designating or 

building a cultural center. Santa Barbara has a cultural center called Casa de la Raza. This cultural center 

could serve as a meeting place that would be a safe haven to help build community. There are existing 

facilities that could serve to house such a center that would allow for a culture and climate of community 

founded on equity, access, and inclusivity. This center could also serve as a central hub for assisting and 

directing newcomer and existing families seeking resources, as well as, for youth who wish to express 

their culture, through the many forms of artistic expression.   

Ongoing One Community Action Coalition and Steering Committee meetings. These meetings serve as 

important opportunities to continue to build community among all stakeholders for addressing the 

ongoing community-wide issues. These meetings could serve as platforms for inviting community 

participation in providing feedback and input for city-wide initiatives aimed at reducing community 

violence.   

Faith-Based Organizations. Faith-based organizations have much to offer and, up to this point, have 

provided meeting places but have not been fully engaged in partnership with the coalition. This is not 
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meant to point to a shortcoming, but to stress the importance of the coalition improving its partnering 

with our faith-based organizations who have a direct link to the heart and soul of our community. It should 

be a priority for the coalition to fully engage faith-based organizations to play a more active role in any 

plan moving forward.  

Other Ideas/Recommendations. Other ideas and recommendations for community building are included 

in the One Community Action Coalition power point presentation given on April 27, 2016, and in the 

“Building the We” report, and other documentation provided as attachments.   
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Focus Area: Education  

Importance of Keeping Kids in School  

As a coalition, there was no more unifying and agreed upon perspective than understanding the impact 

that education can have on our youth. Schools can serve as safe havens and escapes from negative home 

environments and dangerous influences. Students who succeed in school are less likely to participate in 

negative, at-risk behavior, to include, affiliating with or joining gangs.   

Conversely, schools that employ discipline policies that push students out of the classroom and into the 

juvenile justice system contribute to the phenomenon known as the school-to-prison pipeline. This 

includes disproportionately pushing minority students and students with disabilities out of schools 

through suspensions or expulsions.  In summary, schools should look to avoid pitfalls or practices that 

perpetuate the student-to-prison pipeline.     

Reviewing data of youth that have dropped out of school, are involved with the juvenile justice system, 

joined gangs or exhibited other at-risk behavior, at some point and for a variety of reasons, students 

became disenfranchised or discouraged about attending and succeeding in school. It is understood that 

some situations may still require appropriate disciplinary action in the form of suspension or expulsion 

consideration. Additionally, despite best efforts, some students may still decide to drop out of school.   

The coalition therefore encourages the Santa Maria Bonita Elementary and Santa Maria Joint High School 

districts to look to mitigate the negative impact of disciplinary practices and policies which may unfairly 

cause students to become disenfranchised or lose interest in school. The goal would be to help improve 

retention and graduation rates by instituting disciplinary practices and policies and associated 

interventions, that will help students learn from their mistakes versus pushing students out of school. 

Restorative practices serve to allow students to overcome mistakes and continue on a path towards 

graduation, which in turn helps to keep youth engaged in school.   

This will also require creating a school culture that focuses on student academic achievement by 

establishing a school climate that embraces diversity, supports a school-community model, builds positive 

relationships with students and parents, employs culturally competent teaching practices and strategies, 

and ensures equity in disciplinary and administrative policies and protocols with the intent of removing 

the barriers to the school-to-college and career pipeline.   

Teachers know their students better than any resource officer or administrator—which puts 

them in a singularly empowered position to keep students in the classroom. It’s not easy, but 

when teachers take a more responsive and less punitive approach in the classroom, students 

are more likely to complete their education.   

(“The School-to-Prison Pipeline” by Marilyn Elias, Teaching Tolerance Magazine, Spring 2013)  

The Earlier the Better  

Data supports early prevention and intervention as the best chance of success for young students that 

begin to show signs of at-risk behavior. Failure to address these issues early on will make it more difficult 

to address more significant challenges ahead. It is critical that from the earliest age, but at the minimum, 

when a student enters elementary, that schools are prepared to identify, intervene, and provide 
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appropriate supports. This requires that schools know how to draw in and partner with families for the 

purpose of working collaboratively to best help students be successful.   

This requires that school districts look at institutional changes which would help to significantly reduce 

students and families becoming disenfranchised and begin to lose interest in school at an early age, as 

well as concurrently, improving student achievement. Some specifics discussed were:  

 Culturally responsive and effective, data-driven prevention and intervention programs.     

 Review of Promotion status designation. It is important to differentiate between academic, 

attendance, and behavior requirements.   

 Address timely English Language Learner re-designation  

 Successful attainment of appropriate reading and math grade level performance.    

 Improve collaboration with the high school district of non-promotees and students with 

disciplinary challenges.  

Parent Engagement (K-12)  

Parent engagement in providing appropriate guidance to their children’s education is key and critical to a 

student’s success. This requires that schools look to improve its ability to draw in parents as partners by 

creating a school culture and climate that encourages parent participation and involvement. This should 

include parents serving on school/site decision-making committees and panels. Schools need to look for 

genuine and authentic parent leadership and participation opportunities so parents feel that they are an 

important stakeholder in the development of educational policies and school safety plans. Parent 

meetings, like the SMHS Cafecito meetings are a prime example of how to draw in parents that historically 

have not attended or participated in school functions. In summary, it would be disingenuous and 

contradictory to on the one hand express how important parents and parenting is while on the other hand 

not be inclusive and respectful of parent input.   

Local Control Accountability Plan (LCAP) and the Local Control Funding Formula (LCFF) State requirements 

make parent engagement more important than ever before. It is important that school districts be held 

accountable for this oversight by being inclusive of parents by removing barriers for the purpose of 

providing parents access.   

This especially is important for Spanish-speaking parents who historically have not had a seat or 

participated at the table of stakeholders. This will also require that school districts be careful not to 

manipulate, misrepresent, or mismanage stakeholder input in a manner that prevents funding from 

reaching the targeted and intended students. Many of which are under-served students facing the 

greatest challenges for succeeding in school and who often find themselves involved in at-risk behaviors.    

Parents on a Mission. Author and founder, Mr. Richard Ramos, was introduced at the January 2016, One 

Community Action Coalition meeting. This Latino Coalition program drew interest due to its culturally 

responsive approach to helping parents understand the impact they have on their student’s character 

development and citizenship. Additionally, Mr. Ramos, lives nearby and has a brother who teaches in a 

local school District.   

Mr. Ramos also presented his presentation and attended a parent/community coalition evening meeting 

where he was well received. Santa Maria Joint Union High School District supported this program by 
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sending staff to be trained to pilot the program at Pioneer Valley High School. Initial feedback as of this 

report is that two classes were conducted at PVHS.   

It is important to note, that when this program was presented by the coalition it cautioned that we should 

not view parent programs as the singular solution to the very complex problem of gangs and community 

violence. This was intentionally addressed by the coalition as it was very well aware of the underlying 

sentiment that gang violence and/or gang affiliation is solely a result of poor parenting. The coalition is in 

favor of and supports parent information and training that seeks to inform and empower parents, not 

blame parents.     

Parents Involved through Dialogue and Action (PIDA). This Just Communities program comprised of a 

diverse group of 12-15 parents/guardians meet for 18-hours of dialogue and action planning with a focus 

on academic opportunity and achievement gaps in their school. For the 2016-17 school year, the Santa 

Maria Joint Union High School District will be implementing this program at all three of its comprehensive 

high schools.    

Disciplinary Practices (K-12)  

Restorative Practices – Santa Barbara schools have led the way in implementing School-Based  

Restorative Practices district-wide. Definitions and explanation of Restorative Practices is provided by 

Conflict Solutions as an attachment. Santa Maria Bonita Elementary School District has also recently begun 

to implement restorative practices at select schools. Santa Maria Joint Union High School District this year 

changed their On Campus Suspension into In-School Intervention implementing the Ripple Effects 

computer-based, psycho-social intervention tool. The Santa Maria Joint Union High School District has 

included piloting restorative practices at Delta High School during the 2016-17 school year.   

Curriculum (K-12)  

Ethnic & Gender Studies Curriculum. This type of curriculum is important for helping our students 

understand their history, build self-esteem, and develop a sense of belonging and purpose within our 

society and community (see attached article). Presently only Santa Maria High School offers an Ethnic 

Studies class. Recommendation would be to have ethnic and gender studies classes at all high schools and 

to introduce culturally responsive curriculum at the elementary school. This is seen as such an important 

component for the coalition, that if limitations exist for implementing within the school district, 

consideration should be given to offering this curriculum in the community as a component of the POR 

VIDA panel.   

College and Career (9-12)  

Camino Colegio – implementation of the Reality Changers program by Founder & President Christopher 

Yanov. Presented the breakout session “Mobilizing Communities for Systems Change: The Tight Rope 

Theory – Why Prevention Doesn’t Work.” This could be brought in as a component to the POR VIDA panel. 

It would also include monthly events such as guest speakers and field trips to Raza College days.  
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Student Engagement (9-12)  

Talking in Class. A Just Communities 3-day program that provides a diverse group of students the 

opportunity to address issues of respect, communication, and diversity in their school community. This 

was the first class to be trained. Students were encouraged to attend to participate in the program so that 

they could join the One Community Action Coalition as youth stakeholders in searching for solutions to 

the violence that is occurring in our community. A program outline is provided as an attachment.  

CommUnity Leadership Institute (CLI).  A Just Communities program that empowers high school aged 

youth to become effective leaders and change agents, dedicated to dismantling oppression and 

promoting inclusion, equity, and social justice. This is the first year that approximately 20 students from 

SMJUHSD will be attending. The expectation is that these students are attending with the intention of 

becoming active members in the One Community Action Coalition for the purpose of addressing the 

violence that is occurring in our community. A program outline is provided as an attachment.  

Program Initiatives (K-8)  

Santa Maria Bonita School initiatives were presented at the March 23, 2016, One Community Action 

Coalition Meeting. Specifics include but are not limited to:  

• Outreach Consultants; School Resource Officer; Cal Soap Tutors; Community Liaisons  

• Parenting classes through Fighting Back Santa Maria Valley; Parent Project; PIQE  

• Daring to Thrive; DARE; SARB; ASES; Project Alert, Too Good for Drugs Programs  

• Future actions: Invite Dr. Jill Sharkey of UCSB for engaging students research presentation; Train 

counselors and outreach consultants in restorative justice; focus on English Learner Success  

• Additional initiatives and future actions are in the March 23, 2016, One Community Action  

 Coalition Power Point.  
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Focus Area: Resources  

A Critical and Important Component  

While it is felt that all components are equally important to our action plan, the Coalition agrees that 

Resources, which includes the wide array of both services and wholesome youth activities, are vital to 

providing the frontline support to our families, youth, and young adults. In this regard, it continues to be 

extremely important that all agencies that provide resources in the way of support services and youth 

activities continue to participate and engage in the Coalition.   

This is mentioned as it has become evident that while many resources and services exist, there is a need 

to analyze and evaluate whether or not resources are meeting the needs of the community. As an 

example, it was discovered that a teen coalition already exists that coordinates and consolidates teen 

activities and programs. However, this connection has gone largely unnoticed or untapped resulting in 

not maximizing its outreach. The coalition upon discovering these organizations and other existing 

programs has encouraged them to become part of the coalition for the purpose of working together to 

have a greater impact.   

Initial feedback received from the community is that resources and non-profit agencies need to improve 

their outreach to the community most in need of their services. While we appreciate and are thankful to 

have organizations that are willing to provide services, sometimes despite good intentions, they still fall 

short of providing the community the results it needs, but even more importantly, the support to the 

families that need their services the most. In summary, we need to look beyond good intentions and focus 

more on great outcomes. This leads to our next very important point. 

Most concerning to the coalition, was that there appears to be gaps in prevention and interventions, in 

the way of services and youth activities, for teens between the 7th and 9th grades. This of course can lead 

to young teenagers, many of which may be lacking parent supervision after school, to turn to at risk 

behavior. This situation can then make this group susceptible to being drawn into gangs or other less than 

desirable activities. This situation also speaks to the importance of mentoring services which we 

discovered struggle to find mentors, resulting in falling short of meeting the demand.  

We were also surprised to discover, that a popular youth organization that historically has been a valuable 

resource for our most needy community, significantly increased their rates at a time when our families 

needed their services the most. While the coalition is not in a position to tell organizations how they need 

to operate fiscally, it was felt that this was another example of how resources tend to operate on an island.  

Causing them to not be in step with what is actually occurring within the community. At minimum, the 

general opinion of the coalition was that it felt that the rationale as to the timing of the rate increase along 

with how this was communicated to the coalition, simply sent the wrong message.   

Moving forward will require better collaboration, communication, and outreach to the community and 

schools of all the services, activities, and supports that exist. Ideally available resources need to also 

improve their partnership with both schools and city programs so as to avoid gaps and duplication but 

also think outside the box in coming up with programs that are culturally responsive to the needs of the 

community. It would also be important to have a way of assessing these programs for accessibility, 

affordability, and whether or not they are meeting the needs of our youth and families.  
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Santa Barbara County 2-1-1 Program.  A big first step in providing a central collection point for community 

resources and services is the Santa Barbara County 2.1.1. program. Ms. Elisa Pardo has joined with the 

coalition to bring this very important lifeline for the community to the forefront and has worked diligently 

to bring contact information up-to-date. This has been a monumental task that can be of huge benefit to 

our community. Most notable about this program is that the service can be delivered in many different 

languages, to include, communicating with our very large, Mixteco population.    

During the April 27th, 2016, One Community Action Coalition meeting, it was shared that resources have 

to meet the needs of the community by building positive, trusting relationships to connect with our 

diverse community. Key components were: (1) Cultural Competence (awareness and responsiveness); (2) 

Ability to communicate (socially, orally, and in writing); and (3) Respectful – do not marginalize, under-

estimate, or patronize. Other recommendations and feedback can be found in the April 27, 2016 power 

point provided as an attachment.  

POR VIDA Program  

The purpose of the POR VIDA program will be to identify and address gaps in services; look to improve 

collaboration and communication among institutions and agencies geared toward providing improved 

wrap-around and support services for both under-served youth and young adults that are at increased 

risk and youth in the juvenile system; address and eliminate barriers to access; assess prevention, 

intervention, suppression, and re-entry programs effectiveness; etc. This program would fall under the 

purview of the One Community Action Director.   

At the center of this program will be a POR VIDA panel to act as a collaborative panel comprised of law 

enforcement, probation, education, city government, county, agency, and community representatives 

that would meet with under-served families whose youth and young adults are at greater risk of unsafe 

or destructive behavior. This panel would replicate the School Attendance and Review Board (SARB) panel 

which addresses attendance and truancy issues.   

POR VIDA Panel.  Membership would include a variety of agencies and institutions such as social services, 

behavioral health, education, law enforcement, probation, city government, recreation & parks, faith-

based, family services for youth and families, etc. This panel would serve those families that have either 

been previously unsuccessful in obtaining resources, failed to be successful when assigned servicers, or 

feel that nothing else has worked and are desperate for help.    

Families can self-refer or be referred by schools or other agencies. Coming before the panel would be 

voluntary with the understanding that the family and student will be required to complete all program 

requirements. Commitment will typically be for one year or until all program requirements and 

expectations are completed as listed below. To come before the panel, the family and youth must agree 

to accept:  

 A mentor who will meet regularly with the student, monitor progress, and report to the panel;   

 Assignment to a specific prevention or intervention program;  

 Agree to additional support (tutoring, counseling, court-required, etc.);  

 Community Service (8 hours a week);  

 Participate in an Ethnics Study class or faith-based program.  
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There will also be a positive, rewards component for families and students who are meeting program 

requirements through participation and/or have completed program requirements. Such rewards will 

include, but are not limited to, obtaining a work permit, offered employment, special discounts, or other 

memberships (e.g., Maldonado Center, soccer scholarships, Boys and Girls Club, etc.).  

Mentoring – Collaboration between CADA Mentor Program, Big Brothers/Big Sisters, Madrinas Y Padrinos 

Programs as part of a mentoring campaign for 100 mentors for 100 youth. This would be a community-

wide campaign that would look to existing mentoring, faith-based, and other community organizations to 

look for adult volunteers to act as mentors. These mentors would be assigned through the POR VIDA panel 

for youth who are either self-referred, referred by agencies, or schools.   

The targeted population would be youth within the juvenile justice system or those headed towards being 

placed on probation or potentially being expelled from school. Referrals to mentoring could be drawn 

from existing school positions, such as: school counselors, crisis intervention consultants, and FBSMV 

program specialists.   

Los Compadres and Las Comadres Programs 

Since 1998, the Community Action Commission of Santa Barbara County have supported the work of the 

Los Compadres program. In 2005, recognizing a need for a female specific program, they received funding 

for a Las Comadres program. As with many programs, sustaining funding has been challenging, resulting 

in having to discontinue this program. 

Presently there exists one Los Compadres Group in Lompoc, Santa Barbara, and Santa Maria. However, 

data will show that the majority of the young men in the juvenile justice system in Santa Barbara County 

are from Santa Maria. There should be equity when looking at implementing this very culturally responsive 

and effective intervention program.  

Recommendations: Expand the number of Los Compadres groups in Santa Maria to be equitable with the 

number of youth in the juvenile justice system. To include gender equity by re-implementing the Las 

Comadres program for youth and young adult females.   

Joven Noble Program:  This is another program from the Los Compadres Network. This is a preventative 

program for youth/teenagers not yet in the juvenile justice system or on probation. This program would 

be very helpful at the K-8 grade-levels.   

Employment Opportunities. For both students doing well and students underserved or deemed at risk like 

those on Probation. Funding for employment opportunities for both under-served and successful youth 

was obtained this year. Employment opportunities can also be included as part of the POR VIDA panel 

positive reward. Successful participation may also include follow-on enrollment in the Center for 

Employment Training program for obtaining training certifications for future career employment.   

Additional recommendations and feedback are provided in the attached power point presentations.  










